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The PIP – Making it happen! 
Create a system and make it 

happen! 
 

The Personal Interest Project is ‘high stakes’ and - 

• Should be viewed as part of the exam. Having a weighting of 40% makes the PIP a valuable 
exam component to get right. A proactive and systems approach from the beginning works.  

• Is about application. Application of sociological concepts, research data and synthesis. 

• Values integration of research and thorough or extended synthesis – new knowledge 
 

• PIP Problems  Possible Solutions 

The Personal Interest Project 
is seen as a project and as a 
result the PIP becomes a 
descriptive report – a project 

The Personal Interest Project is a 4000 integrated research project of 
personal interest. There must be a genuine and firm connection between 
public knowledge and personal experience to generate synthesis 

• 2-minute thesis, graphic organiser, and modelling synthesis 

Past, present and future 
chapters 

The problem here is lack of integration. These ideas can be ‘first’ draft 
ideas. Need to identify themes and reorganise for XC integration  

• One 2 one interview: ask student to talk for 5 mins about their 
research and findings. Teacher takes notes to assist in identifying 
themes to explore as possible chapters. Create a PIP picture 

Focus question too broad 
and research too broad. 

Create a tangible focus and a PIP that is manageable in the time given. A 
hypothesis is needed to stay on track.  
Use the hunch, question then statement approach. The PIP is really a XC 
debate 

Use of concepts – the 
concepts are air dropped, 
highlighted,  

Essentially the PIP is about ONE main concept and other supporting 
concepts orbit the PIP. From the onset, the PIP should have a concept 
aura! This PIP has application of concepts, and concepts can be felt. 

Use of research data When data is air dropped and stands alone, it is considered, used. A PIP 
has application of research findings – data uncovered is explored, 
unpacked, unravelled, analysed for connections and correlations are 
made. The PIP then demonstrates application of research methods. 

• Highlight where students are to unpack and make meaning – 
create a class code # 

Cross culture is tokenistic – 
XC is a perspective other 
than their own 

A genuine study should be gained through an insightful comparison e.g. 
Inside/outside; postcodes; genres; media – print & digital; and then the 
others as per syllabus 

Timing – lack of timing; 
students underutilising class 
time 
 

A count down chart and visual reminders in the classroom are great. 

• In class: Besides research, students work on hypothesis 
development; chapter themes; make bullet point notes as a 
chapter outline; work on chapter headings that are analytical; 
annotate resources, create class focus groups; TEXT to TABLE  

Over and under length in CM Both PIPs do not meet the outcome for “highly effective communication”  

• Overlength: eliminate description  

• Under length: work on integration e.g. ‘They say” and “I say” 
strategy – code TS/IS; more connectives needed 

Teacher and student burnout  
 

– wellbeing is important for everyone. Verbalise and build all the PIP 
skills needed in the year 11 course. Year 12 should then be aware of the 
standard and expectations through skill development in year 11. 
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Have an eye on the end at the beginning! 
 

Marking guidelines 
 33 – 40 marks 

Explicit teaching of skills and build systems from Year 11 

Demonstrates thorough and 
sustained synthesis of 
relevant ideas, issues and 
information relating personal 
experience and public 
knowledge  

Develop deep and sustained synthesis in Assessment tasks from year 11.  

• Teacher notation – “##more like this” technique; more 
Connectives needed – explore more deeply, drill down! 

• Class posters e.g., RU snorkelling OR scuba diving the GBR 
Word banks; spirals of connectives, modality barometer; work with 
exemplar scripts.  

• showcase and celebrate purple patches of synthesis – verbal and 
written – hear and see it and share it! 

Discuss and model correlations between PE and PK in class e.g., through 
documentaries viewed 

• “Somehow related” student activity - Connect concepts and make 
correlations between data sets 

Effectively applies social and 
cultural research methods 
and makes informed 
judgements on the 
usefulness, validity and bias 
of information that 
contributed to the Personal 
Interest Project  

Find value in sourcing academic journals then analyse and TAG; create 
interview and focus group questions for triangulation and 
layering/integration 

• “They say” then “I say” make correlations and expand with 
connectives 

Demonstrate the difference between using data collected and applying 
the same data – move from class to individual approaches 

• Use of exemplars to demonstrate applied data and how the data 
informs a judgment with connection to research data 

• Use of annotations scaffold to differentiate usefulness, validity and 
bias 

Effectively applies and 
integrates social and cultural 
terms and concepts 
throughout the Personal 
Interest Project and 
comprehensively addresses 
cross-cultural perspectives 
and continuity and/or 
change  

• SAC concepts need to become central to the Personal Interest 
Project research - the PIP is about a combination of concepts. 
Without concepts, it’s just a project!   

• Concepts need to become the language – they should hover, 
create an ‘aura’ and be omnipresent – create the WOW! 

• XC – vital to demonstrate knowledge of other perspectives 

• CC is about time periods – why the change? Why the continuity? 
Focus on ‘values’ and/or – why not continuity? 

Presents a clear, coherent, 
and well-structured Personal 
Interest Project that 
demonstrates highly 
effective communication, 
incorporating accurate and 
appropriate language and, 
where applicable, 
photographs, tables and/or 
diagrams  

• Best PIP topics are about SUBJECTS that MATTER and are 
conceptually linked to the course!! 

• The hypothesis creates a firm strong focus direction 

• Analytical chapter themes should move away from description 
and historical recounts 

• Best PIP marks demonstrate analysis and synthesis and move far 
away from description. 

• All graphics are unpacked, analysed, discussed, and meaning 
made– the findings are well integrated into the body of work. 

 

By the end of Term 4 By the end of Term 1 Term 2 

Wide reading of PK/ academic articles/ idea 
sorting and hypothesis forming.  
Create great annotations from the onset; 
Identification of themes for deep exploration 
of topic; create a PIP Picture/graphic 

Design research triangulation for 
integration of data; Complete all primary 
research; make correlations to secondary 
research - PK and PE - Design chapter 
themes; Draft or bullet point chapters 

Drafting; 
refining; 
value adding 
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1. The PIP is unique as student research links and integrates personal experience to public 

knowledge, producing correlations and synthesised understandings 
 

• The aim of the Society and Culture course is for students to achieve social and cultural literacy 

by developing their knowledge and understanding about societies and cultures, developing 

their social and cultural research skills, and promoting positive values and attitudes essential to 

achieving social and cultural literacy.  

• An important part of the PIP is the creation of understanding and generation of synthesis 

through relating personal experience to public knowledge via a perspectives approach. 

• Creating opportunities for making ‘I’ statements is a way to make connections between 

personal experiences in the PIP topic and to the research of others in the public domain.  

• Synthesis from PE and PK connections demonstrate skills in social and cultural literacy.  

• PE can also be generated from the researcher’s personal experience in the research process. 

• Students’ can make Macro, Meso and Micro links across all sections of the PIP 

Student activity: 

  

Olivia’s work: throughout the central material, Olivia was able to reflect and make a personal 
connection to her findings, thought processes (personal reflection) 
 
Similarly, I have paralleled my concern regarding the social stratification of women as further 

amplified through the continuity of this socially constructed gender binary within my personal 

reflection, “I have deeply reflected on the outdated gender roles and prejudice ingrained within the 

socialisation process which restrain the modern feminine to the traditionalist roles of a carer and 

nurturer.”1 

Personal reflection 2020 
I similarly reflected upon this systematic favouritism within my personal reflection where I 

expressed that “I am saddened when I observe females encapsulated within my micro-level society 

leave the workforce due to them feeling penalised if they do not epitomise a ‘stepford wife’ and 

‘perfect mother’ for their children.”2 
Personal reflection 2020 

 

 
1 Personal Reflection (2020). 

2 Personal Reflection (2020). 

Public 
knowledge

Identify the broad 
sociological topic 

of interest:-

Personal 
experience

outline personal 
links to this topic

Macro 

Work with 

reliable 

sources 

Micro – what 

are some 

personal 

feelings 

towards this 

topic? 
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2. Developing a hypothesis or idea to test or prove/disprove - Move from a hunch to a 

question then to a hypothesis to test/debate 

• A hypothesis is a statement, or a proposed explanation stated clearly and made based 

on limited evidence. It is a starting point for further investigation without an obvious 

answer 

• A hypothesis is also a testable answer to a sociological question, idea, hypothesis, or 

theory that will need evidence to solve 

• The PIP can be viewed as a cross cultural debate 

Hunch 
Is an idea about the 

topic  

Question 
Care needed to create an inquiry style 

question to produce an analytical 
response as opposed to a descriptive or 

narrative PIP 

Hypothesis -  a statement or theory 
that can be tested or debated. 

 

Gender roles in 
families have changed 

since WW2 

How has the role of women changed in 
modern families? 

The advantage of a hypothesis or a 
theory to test, is that it leads to a XC 

debate or academic discussion = 
uncovers the answer 

 

 
Olivia’s work: Olivia 

creates a focus to ‘test’ 
for validity therefore 
generating complex 

conceptual discussion 

Due to my personal experiences and endeavours as a feminist activist, I was 
able to hypothesise that due to the immense repercussions of this culturally 
transmissioned discriminatory ideology; micro-level norms and mores are 
indicative of the continuity of the ‘double shift’ for modern women. 

 

Student activity:   Somehow related! 

Find TWO academic articles on a possible PIP TOPIC – both somehow related and of great interest i.e. 

resonates well to a possible PIP topic. Students to TAG ideas from the criteria given 

Identify TWO correlations from your reading, highlighting and note taking. Talk about these 

Form ONE statement that can be formed into a hypothesis to debate 

Source 1 
 

Source 2 

Correlation 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Correlation 2 

Hunch 
 

?  a statement or Hypothesis 
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3. Working with academic journals to gain direction. 
 

The beginning to the triangulation process 
And the integration of Primary and Secondary research 

• E.g. Triangulation of research methods – 

1. Secondary reading – tag or highlight ideas to form a series of interview questions 

2. Design a focus group to explore areas identified in the wide reading 

3. Conduct a ‘deep dive’ interview with key people using questions identified from 1&2 above  

4. Add personal reflection for the important personal ‘I’ statements 

TAG or ‘mark the text’ /academic reading with the following  
 

Colour code using FIVE highlighters identifying the following: 
1. Conceptual understanding 
2. Cross cultural perspective 
3. Continuity and or change perspective 
4. Analysis  
5. Public knowledge that can form an interview question. This allows for integration 
6. A statement to inspire a hypothesis  

 
 

Return of the 1950s housewife? How to stop coronavirus lockdown 
reinforcing sexist gender roles 

Published: March 30, 2020  Author: Heejung Chung Sociology and Social Policy, University of Kent  

As the COVID-19 virus spreads across the world, many governments have shut down schools, nurseries and 
other care providers. With more and more people working from home, it is likely that many families will find 
themselves in a situation where both parents are trying to work from the kitchen table while also attempting to 
home-school the children.  

This, on top of the regular household chores as well as cooking and cleaning can feel like an extra load for 
many parents at this time. The likelihood is though that despite both parents now being at home, much of the 
“domestic” work will still land squarely on the shoulders of the women of the house. So much like the 1950s 
housewife, women will not only be expected to make exciting meals, keep the house clean and tidy and the 
children entertained – but she’ll also have to do all this while working from home. 

In her seminal work, professor of sociology Arlie Hochschild looked at heterosexual couples in the 1970s and 
1980s and noted that women were doing what she termed “the second shift”. So despite record numbers of 
women being in the labour market, women still end up going to work and then coming home to do a second 
job – namely the bulk of housework and childcare.  

Although her data is from the US and almost 40 years old, the most recent analysis of parents’ time in the UK 
in 2015 found that women still spend two if not three times as much time on care and routine housework 
compared to men. Even when both parents work full-time, mums still carry out almost double the amount of 
childcare compared to fathers. 

‘Woman’s work’ 

With schools, nurseries and afterschool clubs closed, this is the end of the facilities that relieve parents – but 
mostly women – of their care responsibilities. Indeed, it is through the introduction of affordable and 
accessible childcare that women were able to take part in the labour market after childbirth. With this ending, 
that care burden now lies with the family again. 

Now you may think that if both parents are able to work from home, both fathers and mothers can share the 
load. Theoretically that can be the case. But as our research has found in several studies, working from home 

https://theconversation.com/profiles/heejung-chung-117370
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-why-changing-human-behaviour-is-the-best-defence-in-tackling-the-virus-134500
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-school-closures-mean-an-increased-risk-of-hunger-for-families-around-the-world-133969
https://theconversation.com/working-from-home-here-are-five-ways-to-reduce-procrastination-and-be-productive-133636
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-14-simple-tips-for-better-online-teaching-133573
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=St_6kWcPJS8C&oi=fnd&pg=PT25&dq=the+second+shift&ots=8G4ZlTx-b8&sig=A3nKOFVBb0ZTIGtTyhaeVxIYCpo
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/timeseries/lf25/lms
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/timeseries/lf25/lms
http://natcen.ac.uk/media/1722408/Parental_time_use_report.pdf
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=1rXmCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA117&dq=childcare+women%2527s+employment&ots=qS1HnSGGs_&sig=rWjXh5tEiliwaQYqRnAImWt7xfw
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13668803.2011.571396?casa_token=JwIzm-_n0fIAAAAA:Vu1nQ-ehbdHbujsWACLzgDjhE6ysxtvIxFiwFHrIEGXPutiMYgAFGpVSdEeCYyTQUS1g2OjT8BlUbDY
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11205-018-2025-x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1468-0432.00125
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tends to lead to a more traditional division of labour.  

A recent German study has shown that when women work from home, they tend to do three hours more 
childcare compared to women who do not work from home – while men who are home-workers end up doing 
more overtime hours.  

Similar patterns have been found across the world, including in the US and Poland. The reason for this is 
because our societies still believe that women hold the responsibility when it comes to housework and care, 
while men are still mainly responsible for the bread-winning.  

In the 2017 British Social Attitude Survey, for example, two thirds of respondents say that it is better for 
mothers to stay home or work part-time when children are under school age. The majority felt that fathers, on 
the other hand, should work full-time. So it is highly likely that for as long as the schools and nurseries are 
closed, women will carry out the role of teacher while also trying to ensure they themselves get some work 
done. 

The mental load 

The world is a scary place for children and teenagers at the moment, and mothers across the world are also 
undoubtedly having to carry out the “third shift” – ensuring the emotional wellbeing of not only her children 
but also parents and other family members. In other words, they are in charge of the mental load of worrying 
about the family.  

This triple load women are carrying may exacerbate the high levels of stress that mothers are already at risk of 
– along with other mental health issues. 

So to mums I say this: you are amazing for trying to do everything but you need to understand that you are 
trying to do three people’s job in a time of crisis – when your mental health and capacity will have also 
suffered. Give yourselves a break.  

This is also a time for couples to have an honest conversation about who is doing what – and how things can 
be made fairer. There are some great websites and books to help you divvy up the chores.  

I know it might not feel like the right time but it’s important – and studies show that dad’s involvement in 
childcare and an equal division of housework leads to good outcomes for children, their relationship with dad, 
as well as improvements in the couple’s relationship. It also increases dad’s own wellbeing and can plant the 
seeds of a more equal society for the future. Ultimately, dads need to and want to take on these roles. 

But more importantly, employers may also need to be realistic about what working parents, and other workers, 
can do at this point. Many were able to perform the “ideal worker” image, where they have no other 
responsibility outside of work, but it will be difficult to maintain that in these times for both men and women. 

Reference: Return of the 1950s housewife? How to stop coronavirus lockdown reinforcing sexist gender roles 
(theconversation.com) 
 
 
       

1. Conceptual understanding 
2. Cross cultural perspective 
3. Continuity and or change perspective 
4. Analysis  
5. Public knowledge that can form an interview question. This allows for integration 
6. A statement to inspire a hypothesis  
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://theconversation.com/flexible-working-can-reinforce-gender-stereotypes-109158
https://www.dw.com/en/germany-flexible-working-conditions-lead-to-overtime-study-shows/a-47771436
https://academic.oup.com/esr/article/32/6/752/2525493
https://academic.oup.com/esr/article/32/6/752/2525493
https://theconversation.com/flexible-working-is-making-us-work-longer-64045
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11205-018-2032-y
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11205-018-2034-9
https://www.bsa.natcen.ac.uk/media/39248/bsa35_gender.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/25/opinion/coronavirus-parenting.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/26/gender-wars-household-chores-comic
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=yCVG8pSoOGQC&oi=fnd&pg=PR5&dq=thinking+of+baby&ots=mpxpnqFwPW&sig=FBx3A3fIhvwv1LaAx1XZZPR0E_Q
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=yCVG8pSoOGQC&oi=fnd&pg=PR5&dq=thinking+of+baby&ots=mpxpnqFwPW&sig=FBx3A3fIhvwv1LaAx1XZZPR0E_Q
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0038038519826014
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jomf.12531
https://www.newamerica.org/better-life-lab/better-life-lab-experiments/
https://time.com/5690007/divide-household-chores-fairly/
https://childrightsngo.com/newdownload/downloadsection10/Effects%2520of%2520Father%2520Involvement.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0192513x11433691
https://theconversation.com/why-flexible-working-is-key-if-shared-parental-leave-is-to-have-a-lasting-impact-on-the-gender-pay-gap-94150
https://workingfamilies.org.uk/publications/2017-modern-families-index-full-report/
https://theconversation.com/return-of-the-1950s-housewife-how-to-stop-coronavirus-lockdown-reinforcing-sexist-gender-roles-134851
https://theconversation.com/return-of-the-1950s-housewife-how-to-stop-coronavirus-lockdown-reinforcing-sexist-gender-roles-134851
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Student Activity: Text to table: Possible PIP Picture or TEXT to TABLE  

PIP TOPIC 
 
 

Main concept Supporting concepts 
 
 
 

Hunch 
 
Social stability and gender roles 

Question 
 
Why did the lockdown reinforce 
sexist gender roles 

Statement to test 
 
Social instability reverts social 
change in gender roles 
 

XC 
 
 
 

Continuity OR Change 
 
 

 Possible themes  

1  2 3 apply functionalist theory to 
help explain why contemporary 
gender roles are not secure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Why are sitcom dads still so inept? 

Published: June 16, 2020 Author 1. Erica Scharrer Professor of Communication, UMass Amherst 

From Homer Simpson to Phil Dunphy, sitcom dads have long been known for being bumbling and inept. 

But it wasn’t always this way. Back in the 1950s and 1960s, sitcom dads tended to be serious, calm and wise, 
if a bit detached. In a shift that media scholars have documented, only in later decades did fathers start to 
become foolish and incompetent. 

And yet the real-world roles and expectations of fathers have changed in recent years. Today’s dads are 
putting more time into caring for their children and see that role as more central to their identity. 

Have today’s sitcoms kept up?    Why sitcom portrayals matter 

Fictional entertainment can shape our views of ourselves and others. To appeal to broad audiences, sitcoms 
often rely on the shorthand assumptions that form the basis of stereotypes. Whether it’s the way they portray 
gay masculinity in “Will and Grace” or the working class in “Roseanne,” sitcoms often mine humor from 
certain norms and expectations associated with gender, sexual identity and class. 

When sitcoms stereotype fathers, they seem to suggest that men are somehow inherently ill-suited for 
parenting. That sells actual fathers short and, in heterosexual, two-parent contexts, it reinforces the idea that 
mothers should take on the lion’s share of parenting responsibilities. It was Tim Allen’s role as Tim “the Tool 
Man” Taylor of the 1990s series “Home Improvement” that inspired my initial interest in sitcom dads. Tim 
was goofy and childish, whereas Jill, his wife, was always ready – with a disapproving scowl, a snappy remark 
and seemingly endless stores of patience – to bring him back in line. The pattern matched an observation made 
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by TV Guide television critic Matt Roush, who, in 2010, wrote, “It used to be that father knew best, and then 
we started to wonder if he knew anything at all.” I published my first quantitative study on the depiction of 
sitcom fathers in 2001, focusing on jokes involving the father. I found that, compared with older sitcoms, dads 
in more recent sitcoms were the butt of the joke more frequently. Mothers, on the other hand, became less 
frequent targets of mockery over time. I viewed this as evidence of increasingly feminist portrayals of women 
that coincided with their growing presence in the workforce. 

Studying the disparaged dad 

In our new study, we wanted to focus on sitcom dads’ interactions with their children, given how fatherhood 
has changed in American culture. We used what’s called “quantitative content analysis,” a common research 
method in communication studies. To conduct this sort of analysis, researchers develop definitions of key 
concepts to apply to a large set of media content. Researchers employ multiple people as coders who observe 
the content and individually track whether a particular concept appears. 

For example, researchers might study the racial and ethnic diversity of recurring characters on Netflix original 
programs. Or they might try to see whether demonstrations are described as “protests” or “riots” in national 
news. 

For our study, we identified 34 top-rated, family-centered sitcoms that aired from 1980 to 2017 and randomly 
selected two episodes from each. Next, we isolated 578 scenes in which the fathers were involved in 
“disparagement humor,” which meant the dads either made fun of another character or were made fun of 
themselves. 

Then we studied how often sitcom dads were shown together with their kids within these scenes in three key 
parenting interactions: giving advice, setting rules or positively or negatively reinforcing their kids’ behavior. 
We wanted to see whether the interaction made the father look “humorously foolish” – showing poor 
judgment, being incompetent or acting childishly. 

Interestingly, fathers were shown in fewer parenting situations in more recent sitcoms. And when fathers were 
parenting, it was depicted as humorously foolish in just over 50% of the relevant scenes in the 2000s and 
2010s, compared with 18% in the 1980s and 31% in the 1990s sitcoms. 

At least within scenes featuring disparagement humor, sitcom audiences, more often than not, are still being 
encouraged to laugh at dads’ parenting missteps and mistakes. 

Fueling an inferiority complex? 

The degree to which entertainment media reflect or distort reality is an enduring question in communication 
and media studies. In order to answer that question, it’s important to take a look at the data. National polls by 
Pew Research Center show that from 1965 to 2016, the amount of time fathers reported spending on care for 
their children nearly tripled. These days, dads constitute 17% of all stay-at-home parents, up from 10% in 
1989. Today, fathers are just as likely as mothers to say that being a parent is “extremely important to their 
identity.” They are also just as likely to describe parenting as rewarding. 

Yet, there is evidence in the Pew data that these changes present challenges, as well. The majority of dads feel 
they do not spend enough time with their children, often citing work responsibilities as the primary reason. 
Only 39% of fathers feel they are doing “a very good job” raising their children. 

Perhaps this sort of self-criticism is being reinforced by foolish and failing father portrayals in sitcom content. 

Of course, not all sitcoms depict fathers as incompetent parents. The sample we examined stalled out in 2017, 
whereas TV Guide presented “7 Sitcom Dads Changing How we Think about Fatherhood Now” in 2019. In 
our study, the moments of problematic parenting often took place in a wider context of a generally quite 
loving depiction. 

Still, while television portrayals will likely never match the range and complexity of fatherhood, sitcom 
writers can do better by dads by moving on from the increasingly outdated foolish father trope. 

Reference: Why are sitcom dads still so inept? (theconversation.com) 
 

https://theconversation.com/why-are-sitcom-dads-still-so-inept-139737
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1. Conceptual understanding 
2. Cross cultural perspective 
3. Continuity and or change perspective 
4. Analysis 
5. Public knowledge that can form an interview question. This allows for integration 
6. A statement that a hypothesis can be built 

 

Other links for a similar activity: 
 

By Mallary Allen Assistant Professor of Sociology, Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota 
“Reprinted with permission from Issues in Christian Education, Volume 48___, No. 3___, entitled    the Sociological 
Imagination to Same-Sex Marriage 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/348676115/representatino-of-gener-in-superhero-films 

 

http://mashable.com/2014/08/05/female-superhero-hollywood-spider-man/#Ukcf4SuTxiqF 
 

 

4. Developing perspectives – Cross Cultural and Continuity and or Change  
 

The cross-cultural perspective and the continuity and or change perspective need to be established 

early and are (I believe) best explicitly stated in the introduction and/or log. A PIP picture can assist 

both the student and the teacher, enabling feedback and direction for PIP development (scuba diving 

the GBR) 

Cross culture- Across groups of 
people e.g. Baby Boomers today 
and Millennials; Gen Y and Z; 
different subcultures; inside and 
outside the group; secular and 
non-secular 

Demonstrating insight into perspectives to analyse similarities 
and differences and importantly gaining ideas, an insight, an 
appreciation, an understanding of the culture different to the 
students. This demonstrates Social and Cultural Literacy and an 
achievement of the aim of the course 

Continuity and/or Change – 
This is all about TIME- values, 
opinions, traditions, cultural 
attitudes, beliefs e.g. last century, 
this century, decades, pre and post 
feminism; 1950, 1970, 1990, 2010 

Demonstrating insight from viewpoints in time to illustrate 
similarities and differences and importantly gaining ideas, 
insight, an appreciation, an understanding of culture different to 
the student’s related to time periods. This demonstrates Social 
and Cultural Literacy and an achievement of the aim of the 
course 

 

 Olivia’s work: 
Olivia was able to include in her introduction reference to her XC and CC (within the word count of 
500) This produced clarity and direction from the onset. 
 

 

• XC: C &/or C: 

My PIP provides a cross-cultural exploration of the social constructs enforced onto the male gender, 

perpetuating stereotypical worldviews of power and authority. Continuity is attained through the 

comparison of gender role stereotypes across time from the Second Wave of Feminism towards 

modernised society. Hence, my research examines the evolutionary change of females being socialised 

into notions of femininity, whilst acknowledging the continuity of the social differentiation of genders 

within family as an agent of socialisation.  

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/348676115/representatino-of-gener-in-superhero-films
http://mashable.com/2014/08/05/female-superhero-hollywood-spider-man/#Ukcf4SuTxiqF
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Olivia’s work: Note how Olivia was able to refer to smoothly integrate time and continuity and 
change without describing. 

 

A page from Olivia’s pip demonstrating the integration of her XC and CC findings  

Acculturation towards the evolutionary changes surrounding the dissent of gender roles are conceived 

within my content analysis where the advertisement above displays the continuity of ideologies derived 

from the Sexual Liberation Period. Thus, it is this example which challenges the unequal division of the 

domestic load that illustrates that the macro-level media environment is attempting to “equalise the 

status quo which denotes males with ‘power’ and ‘authority’ and rather transition towards the 

eradication of socialised stoicism perpetuated through the gendered distribution of the mental load.”3 

Subsequently, it is displayed that a growing divergence from a heavily androcentric worldview is 

becoming more palpable within the post fourth wave of feminism in juxtaposition to the Sexual 

Liberation Movement; assisting the facilitation of social cohesion within the micro-level domestic 

sphere. Hence, having moulded young people’s socialisation, the media establishes the ability to explore 

differing worldviews, encompassing an aspect of transformative change for feminist discourse. 

As a result of the disempowering norms which have transpired through familial micro-level interactions, 

females self-concept is adversely impacted. This was recounted within my semi-structured interview 

with a Sydney mother and businesswoman, “At all times, I have got to have the best interests of my 

children, my family, our finances and also manage a job – which is draining.”4 It is through the 

unwavering continuity of this gender-orientated norm such as the mental load and double burden which 

therefore collectively limits women’s self-identity and impacts their equal access to the socially valued 

resources.  

The COVID-19 pandemic further reflects norms which inclined the female orientation of the mental 

load, with “women doing an average of 61% of household tasks while their partners did 39%.”5 My 

interview with Professor Marian Baird additionally alludes to how within the lockdown environment, 

traditionalist gender role stereotypes are being revitalised within the micro-level household, “women are 

taking on more of the domestic responsibility because they are at home which can reinforce gender roles 

within the domestic sphere.”6 Thus, it is apparent that through the persistence of discriminatory norms 

and social constructs encompassing femininity, female gender identity is limited within micro-level 

interactions; revitalising the continuity of the unequal distribution of the mental load between genders. 

 
3 Content Analysis (2021). 

4 Interview with Sydney mother and businesswoman (2021). 

5 Patty, A., Wade, M. (2021). This lockdown, women are once again doing more of the housework, home 

schooling. [The Sydney Morning Herald].  

6 Interview with Marian Baird (2021). 
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Therefore, the 1970’s Sexual Liberation movement proposed macro-level change, however, the 

perpetuation of feminine stereotypes within the micro-level household environment has stalled its 

progression into the contemporary age, thus serving patriarchal continuity. Overall, the juxtaposition of 

gender roles illuminates the failure of the 1970’s Women’s Liberation Movement in “liberating 

housewives from their domestic duties”7, due to the continued potency of the ‘mental load’ for modern 

women.  

5. Acknowledging sources (referencing) : 
 

• Choose a style and be consistent – Harvard or Oxford 

• Evidence of integration can be found at a glance, in footnoting (Oxford) 
 

Good referencing demonstrates: 
1. Depth and the breadth of the research 

2. Supports and strengthens the hypothesis 
3. Demonstrates academic integrity – you have worked ethically to avoid plagiarism 

 

 
 
Whenever the student is 
• quoting the exact words of another writer; 
• closely summarising a passage from another writer; OR 
• using an idea or material which is directly based on the work of another writer; then they must 
identify and acknowledge your source in a systematic style of referencing. Otherwise their work may 
be viewed as plagiarised. 
 
The most common styles for references to printed and electronic materials are: footnotes (Oxford) and 
the Harvard system (In text). In general, your aim must be to include in your reference list all the 
information that is necessary for your reader to trace the source of your material easily and accurately. 
Footnotes (Oxford) 
For footnotes these numbers may either run consecutively through the whole essay or start afresh 
with (1) at the start of each new page; With footnotes the information about the source of each 
numbered reference is given at the bottom of each page of your text;  
 
Format: The following points are commonly encountered in the PIP process and easily achieved 
 
1. On a first citation of a work, full details, as in the bibliography, must be given, together with a 
precise page reference, for example, ‘R. Beard (1970), Teaching and Learning in Higher Education, 
Penguin, London, p. 49.’ 
2. Subsequent references to the same work may be cited by:  
short form: the writer’s name, the short title, and the page number,  
e.g. Beard, Teaching and Learning, pp. 89-91. 
 
Ibid.: (i.e. ibidem, Latin, ‘in the same place’) This is used, with a following page number, when the 
citation is to the same work referred to in the immediately preceding footnote. It may or may not be 
underlined, e.g.,  
M. Douglas (1973), Natural Symbols, Penguin, London, p.68 

 
7 Strauss, E. (2010). The Stigma of Being a Housewife. [Jezebel].  
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1. ibid., pp. 70-71, 
2. ibid., p. 173 
  

Information needed for each printed source: Information needed for each Web Site: 

• author name 
• title of the publication (and the title of the 

article if it’s a magazine or encyclopaedia) 
• date of publication 
• the place of publication of a book 
• the publishing company of a book 
• the volume number of a magazine or printed 

encyclopaedia 
• the page number(s) 

• author and editor names (if 
available) 

• title of the page (if available) 
• the company or organization 

who posted the webpage 
• the Web address for the page 

(called a URL) 
• the last date you looked at the 

page 

 
 

Olivia’s footnotes: what do they reveal about her work?  

Olivia was able to apply her valuable data across all of her pages and chapters which demonstrates 
integration. Each chapter also integrates referenced data collected from a wide variety of sources 

 

Chapter 1 
1 ABC. (2019). What do you do when you’re sick of carrying the mental load for your household?. Viewed 

7/1/21.https://www.abc.net.au/everyday/when-youre-sick-of-carrying-the-mental-load-for-your-

household/11292628 
1 Heilman, M. (2019). The Multiple Dimensions of Gender Stereotypes: A Current Look at Men’s and Women’s 

Characterisations of Others and Themselves. [Frontier Psychology] 
1 Interview with Marian Baird. (2021) 
1 Bem, S. (1981). Gender Schema Theory: A cognitive account of sex typing. [Psychological Review] 
1 Focus Group (2021). 

 

 

Chapter 2 
1 Interview with Meraiah Foley (2021). 
1 Open and Closed-Ended Questionnaire (2020). 
1 Jewkes, R. (2015). Hegemonic Masculinity: combining theory and practice in gender interventions. [US 

National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health] 

 

 

Chapter 3 
1 (2020). Family in Modern Society: Busting Gender Stereotypes on Sharing Household Chores. [In Depth 

Society]  
1 Berger, M. (2019). How the appliance boom moved more women into the workforce. Penn Today 
1 Interview with Meraiah Foley (2021). 
1 Interview with Sydney mother and businesswoman (2021). 
1 Content Analysis (2021).  
1 Cavan, S. (1981). Gender Advertisements. Erving Goffman. [American Journal of Sociology] 

 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.abc.net.au/everyday/when-youre-sick-of-carrying-the-mental-load-for-your-household/11292628
https://www.abc.net.au/everyday/when-youre-sick-of-carrying-the-mental-load-for-your-household/11292628
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6. Exemplary annotations to support the resource list 
 

A resource list is a list of books, journal articles, conference papers, websites and other resources such 
as people interviewed.  
Compiling an annotated resource list is a compulsory component of your PIP and very helpful for your 
research because it ensures that you:  
• Gain an understanding of the main points being presented. Just collecting sources for a 
resource list is useful, but when you have to write annotations for each source, you’re forced to read 
the source more carefully.  

• Critically analyse the arguments and supporting evidence used by authors.  

• Compare and assess each source against other sources discussing the same issues. Every good piece 
of research has an argument. The purpose of research is to support or not a thesis or hypothesis. So a 
very important part of research is developing a research idea that is debatable, interesting, and 
current. Writing an annotation can help you gain a good perspective on what is being said about your 
topic by someone else. By reading and responding to a variety of sources on a topic, you’ll start to 
see what the issues are, what people are debating, and you'll then be able to develop your own point 
of view and begin to achieve synthesis – a vital characteristics of a PIP.  

• Reflect on the usefulness of each source in relation to your own research.  

✓ What is an annotation? An annotation is additional information that is written about each of the 
resources accessed and used in the research. Annotations should be insightful and are more than a 
description about the source – they are a critique, a judgment or evaluation of how important the 
resource is and how reliable the information is. 

✓  Is it accurate? 
✓ Is it appropriate to the research? 
✓ Is the annotation insightful on its usefulness? 

 
Creating exemplary PIP annotations 

Writing an annotation with the SAAR method 

Start with writing and arranging the bibliographic entries just as you would any other bibliography. The 
annotation then follow immediately after the bibliographic information, on the next line.  
The content of each of your entries may include the following:  

33. Summary 
A summary of a source, that is condensing the author’s message into a single paragraph describing the 
main points of an argument, major methods of investigation, and its main conclusions – but omitting 
detail.  
In general, a summary does not contain critical analysis of the arguments or your opinion of the 
source. 
2. Analysis and Assessment 
Following the summary, your annotation should include an evaluation of each source. This evaluation 
may include answering questions, such as:  
• is the author’s argument valid and reliable and how do you know this?  
• is there evidence of bias, subjectivity, objectivity and how do you know this?  
3. Reflection  
In addition to objectively summarising and assessing the source, you should also reflect on its 
usefulness to your research and your topic. In particular, consider:  
 
• How relevant is the content to your research?  
• Has the argument impacted on your previously held views? How?  
• What specifically does it add to your knowledge?  
• How will you be using the source in your own work?  
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Student activity:  

Scaffold for an annotated resource list for the PIP 

Bibliography for the Source  

1. Summary of the source: 
condensing the author’s 
message into a single paragraph 

 

2. Analysis and Assessment: 

Evaluate each source for 
evidence of validity and bias – 
making an informed judgement. 

 

3. Reflection: reflect on the 
usefulness of the source to your 
assignment and your thinking 
about the topic (where in the 
PIP) 

 

 

Olivia’s Bibliography and its annotation:  
As an exemplar, ask students to colour code the three components of a good annotation   

 
 Primary Research Method Annotation 

Semi-Structured Interview with Marian Baird: 

 

Being a qualitative primary research method, I successfully conducted a semi-structured interview with 

Professor Marian Baird, Professor of Gender and Employment Relations and Co-Director of the 

Women, Work and Leadership Group at the University of Sydney. Through this interview, I 

successfully accumulated in-depth qualitative data which efficaciously crafted an academic thread to my 

research which was interwoven throughout the central material of my PIP. I utilised an extensive range 

of questions which effectively summarised the core concepts of my research, however, due to the nature 

of a semi-structured interview, I accumulated more information than I initially intended; thus paving 

new directions for my PIP. In contrast, as a result of me conducting this primary research method quite 

early within my PIP research process, some of my questions and thus qualitative data were no longer 

relevant to my revolutionised focus question. Within my semi-structured interview with Baird she 

provided me with crucial knowledge surrounding the mental load and enlightened my perspective of the 

continuity of the domestic load across time. This interview was highly valid and as my interviewee 

effectively discussed all facets of discriminatory culture and how this is palpable for both female and 

male gender identity; fuelling my cross-cultural exploration.  

 

Due to the contemporary COVID-19 pandemic I was required to utilise the online platform of zoom. 
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Subsequently, there were some technical difficulties experienced while I was completing this interview 

which hindered the cohesiveness of this primary research method. Despite this, the reliability of this 

research method is proven through Baird being appointed a professor in Gender Relations, hence 

embodying immensely useful in elevating the credibility and academic nature of my primary research. 

The validity and reliability of my collected qualitative data was sustained throughout this primary 

research method through my interviewee remaining substantial objectivity. This is illustrated through 

her unbiased responses which contributed towards the absence of subjectivity within this investigation. 

In juxtaposition, this process was extensively time consuming while I sought to formulate suitable 

questions, booking an interview and transcribing my transcript. Overall, I was successfully able to 

deduce indispensable qualitative quotations from this semi-structured interview which aligned with 

credible qualitative and quantitative data within my secondary research. Hence this primary research 

method was immensely valid and useful within my PIP as Baird’s informed insights successfully 

formulated a vital academic thread which was interwoven throughout my chapters.  

 

Crabb, A. (2019). Men at Work Australia’s Parenthood Trap. Black Inc.  

 

Annabel Crabb’s, ‘Men at Work Australia’s Parenthood Trap’ was an insightful composition which was 

of immense importance to the construction of my PIP’s central material, particularly through its highly 

sustained discussion on my cross-cultural component of male gender identity. This highly advantageous 

source consequently was extremely useful in academically informing my understanding of the 

discriminatory worldview that constitutes females being required to leave the workforce due to their 

‘motherly responsibilities’ after having a child. Hence, proving exorbitantly valid in reinforcing my 

ideas surrounding the social construct of male hegemony which was prevalent within all of my chapters. 

Due to this source being published recently within 2019, the qualitative data collected was current 

which illustrated the continued relevance of the social stigmatisation of feminine and masculine identity. 

Furthermore, due to Crabb being a renowned journalist regarding the social differentiation of genders 

within a domestic context, my research accumulated from this secondary source was vitally credible and 

reliable; fuelling the academic nature of my PIP. In spite of this, there was a perceived absence of 

quantitative data and subjectivity and bias was prevalent throughout the entirety of this book. However, 

this was successfully compensated for through the unwaveringly insightful qualitative claims and 

arguments which were unique in shaping my ideas of my PIP. Overall, though this source did have 

limitations through its somewhat informal delivery, the utilisation of this book was highly valid within 

my PIP; effectively paving new directions for my cross-cultural component of gender. 
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7. Making informed judgments  

There is a difference between making a judgement and making an informed judgement. Evidence 
of quality, thorough informed judgments with high levels of ‘certainty’, are evidenced in top mark 
range PIPs. An informed judgement has strong links to the forementioned in the student work. 

An informed judgement is one that is deeply insightful, has a strong relationship and is supported 
with clear examples. Throughout the PIP there are numerous opportunities to make informed 
judgements and with this numerous opportunities to shift the level of judgments from appropriate 
to informed. An appropriate judgement may just refer to what is believed and be limited to a brief 
statement. 

Word banks are highly useful in making explicit the modality required to give strength to informed 
judgements.  

Informed judgements about research methods can be made in throughout the PIP, however is 
required to be made in reference to research method application. I would look specifically in the 
log, the conclusion and within the annotations  

 

JUDGMENT 
WORD BANKS are highly useful: The following words are useful when you need to 
use words that express a judgement, opinion or assessment 

▪ Central 
▪ Critical 
▪ Crucial 
▪ Decisive 
▪ Essential 
▪ Fundamental 
▪ Indispensable 

▪ Major 
▪ Necessary 
▪ Influential 
▪ Paradigmatic 
▪ Predominant 
▪ Primary 

 

▪ Prominent  
▪ Representative 
▪ Serious 
▪ Significant 
▪ Unique 
▪ Vital 

 

Olivia’s work: Olivia was able to demonstrate with clarity informed judgments across the PIP 
components. There is evidence of a strong link between the judgment and the value of the 
data 

INTRO: These interviews proved useful in engendering the integration of credible insights 

surrounding my PIP topic while formulating an academic thread to my research.  

The semi-structured interview with a Sydney businesswoman and mother was indispensable, providing 

a valid perception of the continuity of misogynistic values across generations.  A personal reflection 

was useful in the fusion of personal and social dimensions, which complemented micro worldviews 

derived from my focus group. Thus, my primary research methods were consolidated by credible 

secondary sources, increasing the reliability and accuracy of my research.  

LOG As Term One commenced, I was ecstatic to finally receive responses from my surplus of requests 

for individualised semi-structured interviews with both Dr Meraiah Foley and Professor Marian Baird, 

Directors of the Women and Work Research Group at the University of Sydney. Their credible 

foundations served to induce my subsequent completion of a focus group and deepen my 

understanding of sociological theories, leading me to acquire further valid qualitative and quantitative 

data.  
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CM 

With the growing impact of Betty Friedan’s, ‘The Feminine Mystique’8 which “sought to 

liberate housewives from their domestic duties”9, this influential zeitgeist encapsulated a 

heightened urgency to change and unequivocally obliterate taboo stereotypes, norms and 

traditionalist mores. 

Similarly, a respondent from my questionnaire identified that “gender role stereotypes are socially 

ingrained within the household despite the sexual liberation movement’s dissent towards obliged sex 

roles.”10 It is the prevalence of this gender differentiation which embodies a normative attitude 

entrenched within micro-level interactions dominating the agent of socialisation within family; thereby 

sustaining the perpetuation of this discriminatory worldview within meso and macro-level institutions.  

Conclusion  

The research methods which I conducted proved immensely useful in the integration of 

qualitative and quantitative data throughout my research, where I illustrated my social and 

cultural literacy through my palpable objectivity. Most remarkably, the utilisation of a semi-

structured interview with Dr Meraiah Foley and Professor Marian Baird was indispensable in 

exalting the credibility of my PIP; which was personally and academically rewarding. 

Moreover, the fundamental validity of a qualitative content analysis was extensively useful 

within my central material, igniting my passion for the continuity of the restrictive feminine 

identity within the macro-level media environment and employment sphere. 

Annotations: 

This interview was highly valid and as my interviewee effectively discussed all facets of 

discriminatory culture and how this is palpable for both female and male gender identity; fuelling my 

cross-cultural exploration.  

The validity and reliability of my collected qualitative data was sustained throughout this 

primary research method through my interviewee remaining substantial objectivity. This is 

illustrated through her unbiased responses which contributed towards the absence of 

subjectivity within this investigation. 

Furthermore, due to Crabb being a renowned journalist regarding the social differentiation of 

genders within a domestic context, my research accumulated from this secondary source was 

vitally credible and reliable; fuelling the academic nature of my PIP. 

 
8 Drucker, S. (2018). Betty Friedan: The Three Waves of Feminism. [online]. 

9 Strauss, E. (2010). The Stigma of Being a Housewife. [Jezebel].  

10 Open and Closed-Ended Questionnaire (2020). 
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8. The marks earner! Achieving integration of analysis and synthesis in the CM:  
What does it sound and look like! 

A central material that has evidence of consistently high levels of smoothly integrated information that 
demonstrates analysis and well synthesised research can reach the heights of the top mark range.  

Description Analysis Synthesis 

Story telling needs to be 

• Reduced 

• eliminated 

• converted to 
analysis (why) 

 

Analysis refers to explaining why; 
the causes and results of events, 
and the differences and 
relationships between phenomena. 
  

  

Creating synthesis comes from the process 
of combining information and ideas from 
different sources to create new knowledge 
on the topic. Synthesis is created by 
making connections between PE and PK 
and synthesise their findings to make 
unique understandings in an extended 
way. 

• Avoid story telling 

• Eliminate contractions 

• Eliminate spoken voice 

• Less verbs/more nouns 

• make connections between 
ideas and explain the how and 
why there is a relationship. 

• From secondary research 
design primary data to make 
connections that can be 
analysed 

• Connecting words should be 
encouraged to link sentences and 
paragraphs, creating a flow of ideas 
and synthesis. 

• Synthesis comes from the insightful 
understanding gained 

• Correlations from research methods  

• It is the amount of Synthesis that needs 
to be monitored and encouraged 
through draft work. 

Verbs dominate 
Convert the verb to a 
noun and add ‘the’ at the 
beginning of the sentence. 
 

Evidence words such as  
Caused by; as a consequences of; 
this contributed to; culminating 
in; generated; influenced by; led 
to; provoked; as a result of; 
shaped by;  

Apply a set of Spiralling 
connectives  

As exemplified by; despite this; for this 
reason; furthermore; moreover; on the 
contrary; subsequently; therefore, in 
addition; however, indeed; similarly. 

This technique aims to develop deep 
insightful new knowledge from the 
student. This is valued in the top mark 
range 

Aim for 3 to 5 
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Olivia’s work: Olivia was able to demonstrate consistently that she was analysing her findings and 
producing new knowledge as synthesis. The synthesis is well linked, looped and complex. 

Analysis Synthesis 

As catalysed by an increased class 

consciousness within westernised 

environments, the Women’s Liberation 

Movement efficaciously aimed to engender 

the deconstruction of feminine ideals. With 

the growing impact of Betty Friedan’s, ‘The 

Feminine Mystique’11 which “sought to 

liberate housewives from their domestic 

duties”12, this influential zeitgeist 

encapsulated a heightened urgency to change 

and unequivocally obliterate taboo 

stereotypes, norms and traditionalist mores. 

Subsequently, focalising an emerging public 

discourse encompassing the ideology of 

feminism and the dissent of misogynistic 

beliefs within westernised culture. Despite 

this wave of transformative change that 

resulted in the third and fourth wave of 

feminism, women remain confined to 

traditional feminine stereotypes within the 

micro-level household environment. It is 

through female’s restrictive household gender 

roles which have evoked the continuity of 

social stigmas that extensively impact 

women’s access into socially valued 

resources. Consequently, it is this recollection 

which facilitates the emergence and 

unwavering continuity of the concept of the 

‘mental load’ throughout westernised culture.  

Notwithstanding, it is potent that in contradiction towards 

empowering women to define their own sex role, this is an 

indicator of westernised societies androcentric culture 

which socialises females into traditionalist roles. Hence, 

leading to the continuity of culturally exclusive gender role 

stereotypes which are generationally transmissioned within 

micro-level interactions, resulting in the limitations of life 

chances for females throughout their life course……… 

 

Through the social construction of feminine and masculine 

gender-oriented stereotypes, it can be deduced that as a 

repercussion of the ascribed gender roles which are socially 

solidified within westernised culture – females are limited 

through their modulation of personal and social identity. 

Hence, demonstrating that the imposed customs and values 

socialised upon females, stigmatise and capitalise on this 

discriminatory notion which results in palpable prejudice 

and disempowerment whilst contributing towards gendered 

social constructs. ……… 

Therefore, despite evolutionary change perpetuated 

throughout the 1970’s Sexual Liberation Movement, it is 

evidenced that the continuity of gender role stereotypes 

which encapsulates micro-level society continues to remain 

resilient. Accordingly, fuelling the continuity of 

institutionally entrenched misogyny and the subsequent 

mental load socially imposed onto females within western 

civilisations……..  

 

 

 

 

 
11 Drucker, S. (2018). Betty Friedan: The Three Waves of Feminism. [online]. 

12 Strauss, E. (2010). The Stigma of Being a Housewife. [Jezebel].  
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9. Creating chapter headings that promote analysis 
 

Shift chapter title ideas from an intent to describe to integrated themes that answer 
the hypothesis 

Many students want to write a PIP structured as past, present and future chapters 

Past Present Future 
Many students want to 
give a historical context 

Easy to write about the issues today Students like to create extrapolations about 
what may be, tomorrow 

As a teacher try and find themes across the three areas to assist students in recreating three chapters 
that move away from this idea of describing the past, present and future. These chapters, would then 
integrate ideas or themes e.g. a value from each of the three time periods. Hence the work achieved 
would become a draft. 
 

 

Student activity: 

2 minute thesis: in a PIP interview time slot with the teacher, the student talks for 2 – 5 minutes about 
all the research and findings they have found. The teacher takes notes and at the end, highlighted or 
circled ideas are generated for possible chapter themes or holistic ideas and questions to assist. 

 

Shift chapter title ideas from description to analysis and synthesis…… 

Description Analysis Synthesis 
Create a PIP chapter 
idea that indicates 
description  

Create a PIP chapter idea that 
indicates analysis of your research 

Create a PIP chapter idea that indicates 
synthesis of your research 

 
 

  

 

Olivia’s PIP Title:     A sociological investigation into the continuity of household gender role 
stereotypes and how this has subsequently perpetuated the female mental load 

Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 

The Hollow Homeliness of 
Modern Women 

The Diabolical Double Burden 

 
The Fallible Failure of Feminism 

 

As catalysed by an increased 

class consciousness within 

westernised environments, the 

Women’s Liberation Movement 

efficaciously aimed to engender 

the deconstruction of feminine 

ideals. With the growing impact 

of Betty Friedan’s, ‘The 

Feminine Mystique’13 which 

“sought to liberate housewives 

from their domestic duties”14, this 

In contradiction to modernised 

societies commercialised 

‘pluralistic’ identity, the macro-

level environment of westernised 

society continues to reflect a 

heavily patriarchal culture which is 

reliant on the social construction of 

copious androcentric norms 

comprising male ‘power’ and 

‘authority’.15 In spite of the 

unambiguous evolutionary change 

The rise of gender neutrality within 

the third and fourth wave of feminism 

throughout the socially valued 

resource of technology has effectively 

catered to the emancipation of 

traditional stigmas surrounding 

masculine and feminine stereotypes 

which are heavily ingrained within 

micro-level households.16 Berger 

accounts that these “developments 

changed the division of labor in the 

 
13 Drucker, S. (2018). Betty Friedan: The Three Waves of Feminism. [online]. 

14 Strauss, E. (2010). The Stigma of Being a Housewife. [Jezebel].  

15 Evans, M. From girls to men: Social attitudes to gender equality in Australia. [online] 
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influential zeitgeist encapsulated 

a heightened urgency to change 

and unequivocally obliterate 

taboo stereotypes, norms and 

traditionalist mores. 

engendered by the 1970’s Women’s 

Liberation Movement, the 

polarisation of sexes represented 

through household gender role 

stereotypes continues to be 

entrenched within micro-level 

environments which is reflected 

within meso and macro-level 

institutions. The continuity of this 

gender binary thereby reiterates 

“restrictions placed on female 

agency” and unequivocally fails in 

its attempts to provide women with 

the opportunity to overcome the 

stratified social constructs which 

constrain the relinquishment of 

household norms. 

 

 

home, liberating married women from 

household tasks and leading to a 

dramatic increase in their labor-force 

participation.”17 Despite these 

changes, in my interview with Dr 

Meraiah Foley, she contends that the 

continuity of socially determined 

stigmas encompassing the ‘housewife’ 

stereotype only facilitates the 

stagnancy of the ‘double burden’.18 

Although it is prevalent that women 

within the time of the 1970’s Sexual 

Liberation Movement were deprived 

of modern technology prior to the 

appliance boom, the continuity of 

social norms and mores dictates 

females to conform towards feminine 

stereotypes which rely on “caring and 

maternalistic attributes.”19 

End of chapter 1 End of chapter 2 End of chapter 3 

Therefore, despite evolutionary 

change perpetuated throughout 

the 1970’s Sexual Liberation 

Movement, it is evidenced that 

the continuity of gender role 

stereotypes which encapsulates 

micro-level society continues to 

remain resilient. Accordingly, 

fuelling the continuity of 

institutionally entrenched 

misogyny and the subsequent 

mental load socially imposed 

onto females within western 

civilisations.  

 

 

Therefore, westernised societies’ 

resilience of gender role stereotypes 

infamously fermented within 

globalised culture is unequivocally 

accountable for the internalisation 

of misogynistic norms and mores. 

Within the third and fourth wave of 

feminism, there has been an 

immense expansion of the female 

gender role and mental load 

through the evolving norms of 

women entering the meso-level 

workforce despite discrimination 

and prejudice as displayed through 

the gender pay gap. Thus, ensuing 

the continuity and culturally 

exclusive stagnancy of female 

identity within this polarised 

climate. 

 

Therefore, the 1970’s Sexual 

Liberation movement proposed 

macro-level change, however, the 

perpetuation of feminine stereotypes 

within the micro-level household 

environment has stalled its progression 

into the contemporary age, thus 

serving patriarchal continuity. Overall, 

the juxtaposition of gender roles 

illuminates the failure of the 1970’s 

Women’s Liberation Movement in 

“liberating housewives from their 

domestic duties”20, due to the 

continued potency of the ‘mental load’ 

for modern women.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
16 (2020). Family in Modern Society: Busting Gender Stereotypes on Sharing Household Chores. [In Depth 

Society]  

17 Berger, M. (2019). How the appliance boom moved more women into the workforce. Penn Today 

18 Interview with Meraiah Foley (2021). 

19 Interview with Sydney mother and businesswoman (2021). 

20 Strauss, E. (2010). The Stigma of Being a Housewife. [Jezebel].  
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CONCEPT WALL – “SOMEHOW RELATED’. Circle your unique combination and in 2 mins demonstrate how they are related 
 

Fundamental Course 

Concepts 

persons society culture Environment 

 

 

time Additional Course 

Concepts 

power Gender 

technology authority identity globalisation 

HSC  CORE  
 

Continuity and change 

tradition westernisation Modernisation  

beliefs and values cooperation and conflict Sustainability empowerment 

Popular Culture Commercialisation  

 

commodification continuity  consumption 

change  Conflict 

 

ideology institutional power   values 

Belief Systems and 

Ideologies 

values  customs philosophy beliefs  

worldview Secularisation 

 

symbols ritual  institutional power 

Social Inclusion and 

exclusion. 

Social mobility   race and ethnicity prejudice and 

discrimination 

social class 

social differentiation                socioeconomic status 

 

equality life course  human rights  

Social conformity and non-

conformity 

Deindividuation social cognition   self-concept Stereotype 

 

Present a ONE minute thesis 

demonstrating a ‘somehow 

related’ relationship between 

at least TWO PIP concepts  

social cohesion   values Worldview  deviance 

 

Concept  Concept 
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10. Without integration and application of course concepts, the PIP is a project 

• The PIP is conceptual and should have a central concept ‘Aura’! 

• Central to the PIP is a small combination of concepts that have an inseparable relationship  

• The concept/s chosen drive the PIP from beginning to the end. Evidence of their relationship 
is seen in all parts of the PIP - from the introduction, through the CM & beyond 

• Central to student writing, is a conceptual understanding and application of this achieved 
through a deep and thorough synthesis of ideas. Synthesised ideas about the concept 
without mentioning the concept! 

• Asking students to choose 2 concepts from the concept wall and speak impromptu to 
demonstrate how they are related in their PIP – “Somehow related” activity. 
 

11. Integration and application of research data 

There is a difference between using the results of research methods and the application of the 
data from research methods. Evidence of unpacking the results of research, making correlations 
or connections, and analysing the results in a sustained manner is valued in top mark range 

Students need to demonstrate that they have analysed the primary data and made sense of the 
findings in an insightful manner always supporting their findings with clear examples. 
Throughout the PIP there are numerous opportunities to apply the findings they make and 
there understanding should always be well explained as opposed to findings of one sentence or 
so. 

Whenever tables or graphs or photos are being utilised, they also need to be applied – i.e., 
unpacked, correlations or connections made and analysed in a sustained manner 

The integration and application of research methods is evidenced in the footnotes. 

 

Olivia’s work: Examples of application of course concepts and the integration and application of 

research data are colour coded below. Ask students to colour code draft chapters for self evaluation 

and feedback 

In contradiction to modernised societies commercialised ‘pluralistic’ identity, the macro-level 

environment of westernised society continues to reflect a heavily patriarchal culture which is reliant 

on the social construction of copious androcentric norms comprising male ‘power’ and ‘authority’.21 

In spite of the unambiguous evolutionary change engendered by the 1970’s Women’s Liberation 

Movement, the polarisation of sexes represented through household gender role stereotypes continues 

to be entrenched within micro-level environments which is reflected within meso and macro-level 

institutions. The continuity of this gender binary thereby reiterates “restrictions placed on female 

agency” and unequivocally fails in its attempts to provide women with the opportunity to overcome 

the stratified social constructs which constrain the relinquishment of household norms. 

 

Consequently, in spite of the notion of equality and empowerment as capitalised upon within the 

 
21 Evans, M. From girls to men: Social attitudes to gender equality in Australia. [online] 
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feminist ideology across time, westernised societies reversion to these discriminatory gender roles 

remains pervasive. This is reflected by the agents of socialisation of mass media and the institutional 

power preserved within the modernised government structures which illuminate the absence of the 

internalisation of this feminist philosophy.22 Similarly, I have paralleled my concern regarding the 

social stratification of women as further amplified through the continuity of this socially constructed 

gender binary within my personal reflection, “I have deeply reflected on the outdated gender roles 

and prejudice ingrained within the socialisation process which restrain the modern feminine to the 

traditionalist roles of a carer and nurturer.”23 Subsequently, through the socially-constructed 

depiction of masculinity and femininity throughout westernised media environments, the cultural 

status of women is perceived as inferior in juxtaposition to the male gender identity; as confirmed by 

Dr Meraiah Foley who outlines “the existence of implicit and explicit biases has to do with all the 

messages that we receive from wider society.”24 Thus, evoking the prevalence of discriminatory 

norms and mores which linger within family culture and immobilise the ability to transformatively 

change the collective identity and mental load for women throughout modernised society. 

 

 

 

 

 
22 Trounson, A. Gender Reshaping the Traditional Australian Household. [online]. The University of Melbourne 

23 Personal Reflection (2020). 

24 Interview with Meraiah Foley (2021). 
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These advertisements as deduced from my qualitative content analysis substantially depict the 

continuity of misogynistic attitudes ingrained within westernised mass media culture which 

supplement the worldview of females epitomising the ‘housewife’ stereotype.25 It is discerned that 

these advertisements effectively illustrate that patriarchal macro-level attitudes have continued across 

time, with the females featured depicting satisfaction and consequential conformity towards these 

socially exclusive norms. This is further reinforced by Kate Harveston, “This constant equating of 

women with housekeeping leads to a continuation of an old, worn-out trope that some of the more 

misogynistic men among us would rather not see go away.”26 Eric Erikson’s Theory of Psychosocial 

Development, particularly the life stage of ‘Identity Versus Role Confusion’ simultaneously outlines 

the “major stage of development where the person learns the roles they will occupy as an adult.”27 

Consequently, it is theorised that persons alter their personality to align with the gender norms of 

their cultural environment. Holistically, through the prevalence of the socialisation agent of media 

and the manifestations of the patriarchal worldviews throughout the digital environment, these 

attitudes limit female self-concept whilst contributing towards intergenerational gender disparities. Dr 

Meraiah Foley further argued that the media environment socialises persons into gender roles which 

are prevalent within the household, “we grow up in an environment where we consume the media, we 

consume the stories we read and they reinforce ideas about traditional gender norms.”28 Thereby, the 

macro-level media environment fabricates a collective culture which normalises chauvinistic attitudes 

towards women, epitomising the cultural transmission of the ‘mental load’. 

 

 
25 Content Analysis (2021).  

26 Harveston, K. (2018). Sexism in Advertising: When will they realise that times have changed? [topical] 

27 McLeod, S. (2018). Erik Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial Development. [Simply Psychology] 

28 Interview with Meraiah Foley (2021). 
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Despite the efforts of macro-level societies acculturation towards the changing worldviews appointed 

to women within globalised culture, the expansion of the female gender role is substantiated through 

implicit discrimination and predjudice as manifested throughout westernised employment culture. 

Hence, illustrating the failed deconstruction of household stereotypes which has catalysed the 

heightened ‘double shift’ for women within a modernised lens. The repercussions of this prejudiced 

worldview is exhibited by the 2018 survey conducted by the Australian Human Rights Commission 

where 39% of women acknowledge that they have experienced sexual harassment in the workplace in 

the past five years.29  

 

This is simultaneously axiomatic within 

my open and closed-ended 

questionnaire where 93.1% of 

respondents stated that they believed or 

somewhat believed that traditionalist 

gender role stereotypes are sustained 

within employment culture.30 It can 

therefore be deduced that in contrast to the judicial advancement of women conceived within macro-

level society, the continuity of the social stratification of women effectively catalyses male gender 

inclusivity throughout modernised culture. 

Consequently, due to notions of femininity being perceived as a lower social status within 

westernised environments in juxtaposition to male’s socially constructed elitist identity at a macro-

level, lack of change regarding the subordination of women is perpetuated within the micro sphere. 

As accounted by a female in my focus group, “social exclusion within the Australian political climate 

shows how institutionalised gender biases remain within westernised society.”31 This is 

simultaneously reflected within my semi-structured interview with Professor Marian Baird who 

acknowledged that “if gender norms are being institutionally reinforced, it shapes individuals' biases 

and perceptions.”32 Thus, exemplifying that the tacit status quo culturally ingrained within 

institutional power structures notoriously shapes the representation of women within all spheres of 

 
29 (2020). Respect@Work: Sexual Harassment National Inquiry Report (2020). [Australian Human Rights 

Commission] 

30 Open and Closed Ended Questionnaire (2020). 

31 Focus Group (2021). 

32 Interview with Marian Baird (2021). 
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society.33 Therefore, starkly illuminating the institutionalised polarisation of the male and female 

gender within the socially valued resource of employment; catalysing the unequal representation of 

genders throughout all domains of society which effectively heightens the micro “double burden”. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gould highlights the pervasive nature of the gender pay gap further hinders the social mobility of 

modern women within westernised environments.34 This is paralleled within my open and closed-

ended questionnaire where 90.8% of participants stated they acknowledged that the gender pay gap 

limits opportunities available for women.35 Despite the move towards the adoption of legislation, 

such as the 1969 Equal Pay for Equal Work Act36 in an effort to create an egalitarian culture, the 

social differentiation of sexes remains explicitly palpable, forming social divisions within the wider 

macro-level community which in turn perpetuates the double shift. 

 

As reinforced within my qualitative content analysis, it is evidenced that although there has been 

evolutionary change across time from the Women’s Liberation Movement towards contemporary 

globalised culture, the continuity of the gender pay gap is ubiquitous; with “men still taking home on 

average $25,534 a year more than women.”37 Hence it is deduced that through the continuity of 

androcentric structures within employment culture as caused by gendered socialisation, the social 

exclusion of women within meso-level institutions has been entrenched as a normative attitude. 

 

 
33 Khalil, S. (2021). Australia March 4 Justice: Thousands march against sexual assault. [BBC News] 

34 Gould, E. (2016) “Women’s work” and the gender pay gap 

35 Open and Closed-Ended Questionnaire (2020). 

36 (2019). 50 years after Australia’s historic ‘equal pay’ decision, the legacy of ‘women’s work’ remains. [The 

Conversation] 

37 (2020). Australia’s gender equality scorecard. [Workplace Gender Equality Agency] 
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ONE way- a visual way - to guide the writing of the PIP   MJohnson 
Size 12 font and 1.5 line spacing with page numbers  

NO school name; NO school number; NO writers name to appear in the PIP; NO word counts; NO appendix required 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Title Page 
With 

Student 
number 

 
Contents 

page  
Optional 

……40 marks for the integration of analysis (why) of research findings and a synthesis of the research findings ……… 

Introduction 
500 words 

Log 
500 words  

Central Material 
2500 – 4000 

Conclusion 
500 words 

Annotated 
Resource list 

Title – 
think of 
Something  
Cryptic, 
Catchy or 
Intriguing. 
State the 
chosen 
Hypothesis 
– a 
statement 
that 
reflects an 
intended 
debate – a 
XC debate! 
 

Photo? 
optional 

 
Can help 

to 
organise 

your 
thoughts 

and 
illustrate 
the flow 

of ideas – 
though 

does not 
need to 

be viewed 
by the 
marker 

What the 
topic is about, 
Why this topic 
was chosen,  
 In what ways 
it contributes 
to a better 
understanding 
of Society and 
Culture. (XC 
and CC) 
The choice of 
research 
methods 
should be 
explained and 
justified 
 
 

 
Detailing the 

process and the 
sequential 

development  
 

• Research,  

• drafting, 

• writing,  

• evaluating 
 

Avoid describing 
what was done 

rather make 
correlations and 

judgments 
between the 
process and 
outcomes 

 

• 4000 word deep conceptual investigation across chapters 

• XC debate driven by a handful of connected course concepts 

• XC integrated across the sections 

• Each chapter to integrate research data(as seen in footnoting) 

• Choose a referencing style and use it consistently. You need to provide 
a reference whenever you draw upon someone else's ideas, words, 
primary research data. Referencing is a way of acknowledging the 
sources of information that you use to research your topic. 

Writing style: an academic essay is suggested. Make it 

✓ explanatory (explaining why or how it is like that) 
✓ expressive (I think, I feel, I believe) 
✓ Use third person, explanatory and expressive 
X     AVOID: descriptive writing (outlining how something is or was) 

Deep analysis and extended synthesis created by drilling down using 

connective words such as - hence; moreover; furthermore; as a result; for 

this reason; by comparison; similarly; yet; surely; in fact. 

Visuals/graphs integrated – unpacked, analysed and data applied 

Chapter titles that connect themes, create a flow of ideas, uncover, and 

conceptually answer the hypothesis by exploring the cross culture 

 
500 words 

What did you 
learn from the 
Pip research 

and pip 
experience? 
Relate to the 

process and the 
final product 

Avoid tokenism, 
finish with an 

insightful 
finding/s 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Categorised 
Alphabetical 

list of 
Books 

Journals 
Research 
methods 

(interviews, 
focus groups) 

Web sites 
With 

annotations 
that 

demonstrate 
insight into 

their 
usefulness 

All writing styles have a 
voice or a point of view. 
Academic writing is a 
formal tone and should be 
objective “these findings 
suggest” “It was found 
that” 

First person 
I argue that… 
I found that… 

 

First person 
I used semi-
structured 
interviews…… 
After this I 
analysed… 
 

Third Person or a more formal tone as heard in academic writing 

▪ This PIP has argued that……the results indicate…(relate to a concept).. 

▪ More nouns and less verbs in the writing- apply nominalisation 

▪ Can use personal pronouns like 'I’; NO contractions  

▪ Higher modality – raise the emphasis or strength of your opinion 

▪ Integration achieved through a sequence of ‘they say’ and ‘I say’ as 

evidenced in footnoting  

▪ Synthesised findings – profound new knowledge from combining data 

▪ Spirally synthesis achieved with a series of connectives – to drill down! 

First person 

A reflective style 

of writing works 

in this section. 

 

“a finding of most 

importance 

was….” 

 

First person 
This source is 

still valid 
However, I 

found that the 
primary 

research…. 
 

Despite……I 
found validity 

in….. 
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The Personal Interest Project Examination Marking Guidelines as a Landscape document          Outcomes assessed: H1, H6, H7, H8, H9, H10, H11 

The following criteria will be used to mark the Personal Interest Project: http://www.boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au/syllabus_hsc/pdf_doc/society-culture-assessment-reporting.pdf 

Evidence of achievement of the course outcomes related to the PIP. • The clarity of the topic, purposes and procedures of the PIP. • A demonstrated understanding and 

application of the concepts of the course. • The appropriate use of research methods essential to the course. • The accuracy and relevance of the subject matter for the 

purposes of the PIP. • A demonstrated knowledge and understanding of viewpoints different from the immediate culture of the student. • A demonstration of how continuity 

and/or change have been addressed. • Integration in a coherent structure of various aspects of the course. • Conclusions that proceed from the stated introduction and 

arguments presented in the PIP. • Evidence that personal experience is related to public knowledge. • Effective communication of the student’s ideas to a wider audience. • 

Evidence of originality of design, analysis and execution. • Evidence of social and cultural literacy. • Evidence that sources of information are referenced. 

 1  -  8 9  -  16                                      17 -   24   25  -  32                        33  -  40 

States issues and/or 
information which relates 
to personal and/or public 
knowledge 

Presents some ideas, issues 
and/or information which 
relates to personal and/or 
public knowledge 

Presents ideas, issues and/or 
information relating some 
personal and/or public 
knowledge 

Demonstrates synthesis of ideas, issues 
and information relating personal 
experience and public knowledge 

Demonstrates thorough and 
sustained synthesis of relevant 
ideas, issues and information 
relating personal experience and 
public knowledge 

Uses at least one social and 
cultural research method  

Uses at least one social and 
cultural research method and 
attempts some judgement on 
the usefulness, validity and/or 
bias of information that 
contributed to the Personal 
Interest Project  

Uses social and cultural 
research methods and makes 
some judgements on the 
usefulness, validity and/or 
bias of information that 
contributed to the Personal 
Interest Project  

Applies social and cultural research 
methods and makes appropriate 
judgements on the usefulness, validity and 
bias of information that contributed to the 
Personal Interest Project  

Effectively applies social and 
cultural research methods and 
makes informed judgements on 
the usefulness, validity and bias 
of information that contributed 
to the Personal Interest Project  

Limited use of social 
and/or cultural terms 
and/or concepts; may refer 
to cross-cultural 
perspectives and/or 
continuity and/or change  

Uses some social and/or 
cultural terms and concepts 
within the Personal Interest 
Project and refers to cross-
cultural perspectives and/or 
continuity and/or change 
Presents a  

Uses social and cultural terms 
and concepts within the 
Personal Interest Project and 
includes cross-cultural 
perspectives and continuity 
and/or change  

Applies social and cultural terms and 
concepts throughout the Personal Interest 
Project and effectively addresses cross-
cultural perspectives and continuity and/or 
change  

Effectively applies and integrates 
social and cultural terms and 
concepts throughout the 
Personal Interest Project and 
comprehensively addresses cross-
cultural perspectives and 
continuity and/or change  

Presents a Personal 
Interest Project that 
demonstrates limited 
communication skills and 
may include some use of 
photographs, tables and/or 
diagrams 

Personal Interest Project that 
demonstrates some 
communication skills and 
includes some use of 
appropriate language and, 
where applicable, some use of 
photographs, tables and/or 
diagrams 

Presents a well-structured 
Personal Interest Project that 
communicates successfully 
using appropriate language 
and, where applicable, 
photographs, tables and/or 
diagrams  
 

Presents a clear and well-structured 
Personal Interest Project that 
demonstrates effective communication, 
incorporating accurate and appropriate 
language and, where applicable, 
photographs, tables and/or diagrams 

Presents a clear, coherent and 
well-structured Personal Interest 
Project that demonstrates highly 
effective communication, 
incorporating accurate and 
appropriate language and, where 
applicable, photographs, tables 
and/or diagrams  
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The Personal Interest Project Examination Marking Guidelines as a Landscape document          Outcomes assessed: H1, H6, H7, H8, H9, H10, H11 

 E Range 1 - 8 D Range 9 - 16 C range   17 -   24  B Range 25 – 32   A Range 33 – 40    

Statements  Story telling with some ideas 
presented 

Presents ideas and 
describes issues 

 Consistent evidence of statements of 
analysis and synthesis demonstrated 

Thorough and sustained synthesis is 
demonstrated with analysis 

                                                   Concepts and research data are used     Concepts and research data are applied 

From statements to stories and then some sentences of synthesis to significant and substantial synthesis    

 
 
Since the industrial 
revolution, women 
have been working 
outside the home. 
The traditional role 
of a woman was to 
stay at home and 
take care of the 
children while the 
husband worked. 
Today women can 
work outside the 
home or stay home 
with the children. 

 

How has the role of women 
changed in modern families? 

Since the early days of 
feminism, women have 
fought for their right to be 
treated equally to men in the 
workforce, in education, and 
in all aspects of society. 
Despite many setbacks and 
difficult battles, women have 
made significant progress in 
recent decades. In the past, 
the role of women in society 
and in families has been 
vastly different than it is 
today. Women were typically 
seen as primarily responsible 
for taking care of their 
families, while men were 
seen as the breadwinners. As 
society has gradually evolved 
over the years, however, the 
roles of women have 
changed dramatically. 

 

Today, women are increasingly 
able to pursue their own interests 
and ambitions, while also taking 
care of their families.  

This shift has had a huge impact 
on modern families, and there are 
many ways in which women have 
truly come into their own in recent 
years.  

One of the most significant 
changes that women have made 
in recent years is their ability to 
enter the workforce. In many 
cases, this change was inevitable 
due to economic factors; as 
women have become more 
financially independent, they have 
been able to enter the workforce 
in larger numbers. However, even 
if women didn’t have access to 
careers, their role in society would 
still be changing due to rising 
levels of education among 
females.  

 

The impact of feminism on women’s 
rights is evident in a number of ways. 
First, feminist principles have influenced 
legislation and court rulings that have 
enabled women to gain more control 
over their own lives. For example, Title IX 
of the Education Amendments of 1972 
prohibits sex discrimination in 
educational institutions that receive 
federal funding. This law has helped to 
create equal opportunities for women 
in education and has helped to increase 
female participation in the workforce. 

Second, feminist principles have 
influenced attitudes toward women by 
society at large. For example, media 
outlets are often more likely to cover 
stories about women if they involve 
issues that are important to feminism 
such as gender equality or woman’s 
rights. This increased exposure has led 
to more people understanding and 
accepting feminist principles. 

Finally, feminists have worked to change 
the way society views women 
themselves. For example, many 
feminists believe……. 

 

 

One of the most significant changes that 
women have made in recent years is their 
ability to enter the workforce. In many 
cases, this change was inevitable due to 
economic factors; as women have become 
more financially independent, they have 
been able to enter the workforce in larger 
numbers. However, even if women didn’t 
have access to careers, their role in society 
would still be changing due to rising levels 
of education among females.  
 
It is clear that the role of women in 
modern families has changed drastically. 
With more opportunities available for them 
than ever before, women are now able to 
do things that were once thought 
unthinkable. From striving for professional 
careers to becoming stay-at-home mothers, 
there is no limit to what a woman can 
achieve nowadays. While this progress has 
been positive overall, it has also led to 
some challenges that must be faced head 
on. We hope that by exploring these 
changes and their effects on family life, we 
can provide some insight into why they 
have taken place and help prepare 
everyone involved for the future. 

 

Reference: How has the role of women changed in modern families? - iBio Scope.  Disclaimer: This source was used to illustrate language from ONE source that 

attempts to reflect each mark range. I have devised it as a guide to understand and should not be viewed as absolute.   

https://ibioscope.com/how-has-the-role-of-women-changed-in-modern-families/
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General observations for PIPs in each of the following mark ranges 
E Range 1 - 8 D Range 9 - 16 C range   17 -   24  B Range 25 – 32   A Range 33 – 40    

 
PIPs scoring this mark 
range typically present 
brief and basic 
information. Their 
ideas are stated and 
are simplistic and 
underdeveloped. Data 
collected is presented 
as a description/ 
outlined. This mark 
range tend to refer to 
either public 
knowledge or a 
personal approach to 
the topic. Typically, one 
perspective is outlined. 
Course concepts are 
scarce and used. 
 
Presents a’ rock 
fishing’ PIP – 
dangerous 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PIPs scoring in this D range 
typically present ideas about a 
topic chosen. This topic often 
limits the ability to meet the PIP 
requirements/ outcomes. A few 
concepts are evident and tend 
to be forced or air dropped -
used.  

The data collected from limited 
research is typically used in 
their findings. This means, data 
is presented/ stated without 
unpacking and making 
connections to draw meaning. 

Limited narrative discussions 
are presented lacking 
integration, depth and tend to 
be broad in the approach. 

A reliance on unsubstantiated 
claims evidenced via lack of 
referencing. 

Simplistic statements that 
indicate a lack of awareness of 
bias and reliability of sources. 
Continuity and change often 
appears as a historical chapter. 

Cross cultural description often 
appears as a stand-alone 
chapter. A broad focus with 
basic communication and often 
no acknowledgment of sources 
presented. Pictures give an 
aesthetic purpose (no marks). 

PIPs scoring in this mark range 
typically present as a project. These 
PIPs are a ‘snorkelling’ PIP. They are 
descriptive or a narrative (for most of 
the central material). There may be 
some evidence of synthesis e.g. a 
statement of learning at the end of a 
paragraph or chapter that may 
elevate the mark past 20 
The topic choice: pedestrian in nature 
with concepts air dropped. 
These PIPs often have the feel of a 
rushed research project on a topic 
lacking deep research to gain a depth 
of understanding. There is simply not 
enough consistent analysis and 
synthesis produced to advance the 
mark. The synthesis is often their own 
elementary thoughts not informed by 
research.  
The chapters reflect a “snorkelling’ 
approach - shallow and broad 
These PIPs are often 
compartmentalised i.e. chapters are 
sometimes disconnected.  
Judgements about research methods 
are typically superficial, simplistic, 
and forced. 
Cross cultural perspectives typically 
lack depth and understanding and 
sometimes appear as tokenistic 
These PIPs are usually a logical 
presentation of research which 
makes the communication an easy 
read. At times pictures are used for 
aesthetic reasons rather than adding 
exploration for unpacking ideas. 
Low levels or inconsistent referencing 
that impacts on the genuine level of 
the research 

PIPs scoring in this mark range demonstrate 
a conceptual understanding though this is 
applied in varying depths and is often 
inconsistent in application, as a result the 
application is more mechanical. 

Topic choice: an investigation that attempts 
to make correlations between ideas to 
investigate. At the lower end these Pips are 
broad in findings. At the top end of the mark 
range these PIPs are sound 

The synthesis is evident however typically 
this is in one to two sentences –eg a 
concluding statement to a paragraph or two 
sentences together  

Genuine judgements about the importance 
of the research data are made however they 
are not as insightful or critical or frequent as 
in the A range 

The perspectives of cross-cultural 
understanding and continuity and or change 
are not as deeply explored for correlations 
and meaning and at times can be chunked 
so the flow is not as smoothly integrated as 
in the A range. 

Data from diagrams and tables of 
information may not be always applied 
effectively for additional meaning or 
synthesis 

Referencing mode is evident and may not 
always be consistent 

PIPs scoring this mark range demonstrate all the 
marking criteria in a consistent manner. The 
conceptual delivery and understanding is 
insightful – the PIP delivers a conceptual 
understanding without using the concept/s. The 
concepts are therefore applied NOT used. The 
PIP keeps this concept application central and 
consistent. These PIPs are a deep dive or 
‘Scuba’ PIP. A deep exploration! 
Topic choice: sociologically connected, making 
unique correlations/angles between 
contemporary social issues and XC/CC  
Synthesis generated is deep and meaningful and 
unravels with the consistent application of 
several 325 connectives across CM. 
Research data collected is consistently applied 
(referred to and unpacked for meaning) and 
integrated with other Primary or secondary data 
or synthesis of this. This smooth and sleek 
integration delivers a great flow of 
understanding. This understanding 
demonstrates analysis ie why the data may be 
so according to their new knowledge 
PIPs in this mark range demonstrate strong, 
insightful and highly appropriate judgements. 
These are pronounced and punctuated 
throughout, given at any appropriate moment 
across the PIP. What is unique in this mark 
range is the level that the judgement informs 
the students synthesis or understanding. These 
judgements are NOT tokenistic. 
Cross cultural and continuity and/or change 
perspectives are integrated and not described. 
Referencing is superb, consistent and each page 
demonstrates integration of data. 
Research presented as graphics is integrated 
and unpacked. 
A wide variety of resources are accessed over 
significant time to allow for genuine synthesis 
and findings on a highly contemporary topic. 
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